
Point soures of aousti waves at in-terfaes (reiproity relations approah)Vlastislav �Cerven�yCharles University in Prague, Faulty of Mathematis and Physis,Department of Geophysis, Ke Karlovu 3, 121 16 Praha 2, Czeh Republi.E-mail: verveny�seis.karlov.m�.uni.zSummaryPoint soures of aousti waves situated on material interfaes in uid inhomogeneous,non-moving, non-dissipative media are studied. Two types of point soures are onsid-ered, namely the volume injetion point soures, and volume fore point soures. Thevolume injetion point soures orrespond to the loal violation of onstitutive relation.The reiproity relations by Fokkema and van den Berg are used to prove that the aoustipressure wave �eld at any point of the medium does not hange when the volume-injetionpoint soure rosses a material interfae. This general property of volume injetion pointsoures at material interfaes is veri�ed on the analytial ray-theory expressions for pres-sure wave �eld in uid ontaining interfaes. The results obtained for the aousti wave�elds in uid media allow also to make ertain onlusions for strain-glut and stress-glutpoint soures at material interfaes in elasti isotropi and anisotropi media.Key words: Aousti waves. Reiproity relations. Point soures at interfaes. Stressglut. Strain glut.1 IntrodutionConsider an unbounded uid inhomogeneous non-dissipative non-moving medium, spei-�ed by two material parameters �(x) and �(x), where �(x) is the mass density (kg m�3)and �(x) the ompressibility (Pa�1; kg�1m s2). Instead of ompressibility �(x), we analso use the inompressibility k(x) = 1=�(x) (Pa; kgm�1s�2).The most ommon �eld variables in aousti wave �elds propagating in uids arethe aousti pressure p (Pa; kgm�1s�2) and partile veloity vetor v, with Cartesianomponents vi (m s�1). In a smooth medium, these �eld variables are mutually onnetedby the onstitutive relation � _p+ vi;i = 0 : (1)Seismi Waves in Complex 3-D Strutures, Report 23, Charles University in Prague, Faulty of Mathe-matis and Physis, Department of Geophysis, Praha 2013, pp. 237{251237



Here the dot above the letter denotes the partial derivative with respet to time, and theindex behind the omma in the subsript of a letter denotes the partial derivative withrespet to relevant Cartesian oordinate (i.e., vi;i = �vi=�xi). The Einstein summationonvention is used (e.g., �vi=�xi = �v1=�x1 + �v2=�x2 + �v3=�x3).The linearized aousti wave equations for uid inhomogeneous, non-dissipative andnon-moving media have been expressed in various forms. Often, they are expressed interms of a salar partial di�erential equation of the seond order for the aousti pressure p.We shall use here an alternative form, onsisting of two oupled linear partial di�erentialequation of the �rst order. The �rst is a vetorial equation for partile veloity v (or thethree salar equations for vi, i = 1; 2; 3, the Cartesian omponents of v) and the seondthe salar equation for aousti pressure p. The equations read� _vi + p;i = fi ; � _p + vi;i = q : (2)The quantities fi represent the Cartesian omponents of a vetorial soure term f , whihrepresents the volume fore density (fore per volume, N=m3 = kgm�2s�2). The quantityq represents a salar soure term, representing volume injetion rate density. It is mea-sured in seond�1. We shall all it in an abbreviated way: volume injetion soure. Inexploration seismology, a well known example of this soure is the air-gun soure.The physial meaning of both aousti equations in (2) is as follows: The �rst equationof (2) represents an equation of motion orresponding to the seond Newton law, in whihthe wave motion is aused by the volume soure density f of volume fore. The seondequation of (2), alled the deformation equation, has a di�erent meaning. It desribesthe wave motion aused by the volume soure density q of volume injetion rate. If theonstitutive relation (1) is violated in some region and the zero on the R.H.S. is replaedby a funtion q, we obtain the seond aousti wave equation in (2). Physially, this qorresponds to the volume injetion rate density.We are interested here mainly in aousti wave �elds generated by point soures. Aswe have two di�erent soure terms in aousti equations (2), we have to onsider twotypes of point soures:a) The volume fore point soure, situated at point A, is spei�ed by two relationsq(x) = 0 ; f(x) = f(xA)Æ(x� xA) : (3)b) The volume injetion point soure situated at pointA is spei�ed by two relations:q(x) = q(xA)Æ(x� xA) ; f(x) = 0 : (4)The uid media with di�erent medium parameters may be in ontat along interfaes.To ompute the �eld variables aross the interfae, we have to use the boundary onditions(also alled interfae onditions). The boundary onditions at an interfae between twonon-moving non-dissipative uid media are well known from literature. The boundaryonditions require that the aousti pressure p and the normal omponent to the interfaeof the partile veloity are ontinuous aross the interfae. Consequently, we requireontinuity of p and nkvk aross the interfae ; (5)238



where p is the aousti pressure, v partile veloity and n the unit vetor perpendiularto the interfae.The �eld variables p and v in aousti wave equations are funtions of position, ex-pressed in Cartesian oordinates xi, and of time t, p = p(x; t) and v = v(x; t). We analso apply the Fourier, Laplae, or some other transform to eliminate time t, and work inthe transformed domain.2 Reiproity relationsWe now investigate the situation that the point soure and the reeiver interhange theirposition. In one situation, the point soure is situated at a point A and the reeiverat a point B. In the other situation, the position of a point soure and reeiver areinterhanged. In this ase, we an apply the well-known Rayleigh reiproity priniple(Rayleigh, 1894), whih is however onsiderably more general than needed here. Thereiproity priniples used here are taken from the book by Fokkema and van den Berg(1993), where the Rayleigh priniple is simply and stritly derived and broadly disussed.See also DeHoop (1995).Fokkema and van den Berg (1993) do not onsider the aousti wave equations in timedomain, as are given in (2), but use the Laplae transform with the variable s, and workwith Laplae transformed aousti wave equations:p;i + spvi = fi ; vi;i + s�p = q : (6)For simpliity, we do not hange the notation of variables in Laplae domain and timedomain, we only distinguish them by arguments t and s. Consequently, in (6) we havep = p(x; s), vi = vi(x; s), fi = fi(x; s), q = q(x; s).In the following, we shall use two important reiproity relations:a) Reiproity relation for volume injetion point soure:q(xB; s)pA(xB; s) = q(xA; s)pB(xA; s) ; (7)see Fokkema and van den Berg (1993, eq. 6.9). Here pA(xB; s) denotes the aoustipressure at point xB, due to the point soure of the volume injetion type q(xA; s), atingat point A. The funtion pB(xA; s) has an analogous meaning. Equation (7) thus shows afull reiproity if the point soure of volume injetion type and relevant aousti pressurereeiver interhange their positions.b) Reiproity relation for volume-fore point soure:fk(xB; s)vAk (xB; s) = fk(xA; s)vBk (xA; s) ; (8)see Fokkema and van den Berg (1993, eq. 6.13). Here vAk (xB; s) denotes the k-th Cartesianomponent of the partile veloity at point xB due to the volume fore point souref(xA; s) ating at point A. The funtion vBk (xA; s) has an analogous meaning. Note that239



the reiproity relation (8), related to the volume-soure point soure f , does not havesuh a general meaning in a uid medium as in a solid medium. It applies only to salarprodut of two quantities, not to quantities themselves.The reiproity relation (8) an be formally rewritten in several other forms. Forexample, we an express the volume-fore point soure as follows:f(xA; s) = f(xA; s)nf (xA) ; f(xB ; s) = f(xB; s)nf(xB) : (9)Here nf (xA) and nf (xB) are unit vetors speifying the diretions of single-fore pointsoures f(xA; s) and f(xB ; s). Then we an express the reiproity relation (8) in thefollowing form f(xB; s)nfk(xB)vAk (xB; s) = f(xA; s)nfk(xA)vBk (xA; s) : (10)Equation (10) formally represents a reiproity relation between two salar quantities,namely f(xA; s) and nfk(xB)vAk (xB; s). Relation (10) is very useful if points xA and xB aresituated on interfaes and if the unit vetors nf (xA) and nf (xB) are hosen perpendiularto these interfaes.3 Behaviour of point soures at interfaesThe reiproity relations remain valid even when the uid media under onsiderationontain interfaes. Aross interfaes, however, the austi presure p and normal ompo-nents of the partile veloity nkvk must be ontinuous, see (5). We shall now study thebehaviour of the �eld variables p and v when the point soure rosses the interfae. Forthis, we work here in Laplae domain and exploit the reiproity relations (7) and (10).a) Volume injetion point soure q at an interfaeConsider �rst an volume injetion point soure situated at an arbitrary point S in themedium. Then we onsider two points, R1 and R2, situated on any interfae, formallyat the same position, but on di�erent sides of the interfae. Consequently, the pointsR1 and R2 are situated in di�erent media whih are in ontat along the interfae underonsideration. The medium parameters � and � are di�erent at R1 and R2, �(xR1) 6=�(xR2), �(xR1) 6= �(xR2). At points R1 and R2, we an ompute the pressure p(xR1) andp(xR2) due to a volume injetion point soure situated at S. But p(xR1) must be the sameas p(xR2), p(xR1) = p(xR2), see (5).Let us �rst apply the reiproity relation (7) to points S and R1. Then we aninterhange the point soure from S to R1 and the reeiver from R1 to S. We obtainp(xR1) ! p(xS), q(xS) ! q(xR1). Similarly, if we onsider points S and R2, we obtainp(xR2) ! p(xS), q(xS) ! q(xR2). Thus, the reiproity relation (7) ditates that weobtain the same aousti pressure p(xS) at point S, and the same volume injetion pointsoures at points R1 and R2.The �nal onlusion is: When the volume injetion point soure is shifted aross the240



interfae from point R1 to point R2, the aousti pressure p(xS) at point S, situatedarbitrarily in the medium, is not hanged.b) Volume-fore point soure f at an interfae.We again onsider three points S;R1; R2 as above. At a point S, situated in a smoothmedium, we hoose a volume-fore point soure using (9), where nf(S) is spei�ed ar-bitrarily. For this soure, we an ompute partile-veloity at any point of medium,inluding points on interfaes. At points R1 and R2, we obtain v(R1) and v(R2), anddetermine nf (R1)v(R1) and nf(R2)v(R2), where nf is a unit vetor perpendiular to �R.Both these quantities, however, are the same, see (5). Using the reiproity relation (10),we then obtain, similarly as sub a), the following onlusion: When the volume-forepoint soure, perpendiular to the interfae, is shifted aross the interfae, the omponentof the partile veloity vetor oriented in the diretion of the relevant volume-fore pointsoure is not hanged at any point of the medium.4 Ray-theory amplitudes of aousti waves for a pointsoure situated on an interfaeEquations given in previous setions are quite general, but they do not give expressionsfor the amplitude of the wave generated by a given point soure. Using the zero-orderray theory, we an simply �nd analytial expressions for amplitudes of individual waves,and verify the general onlusions for point soures of various types rossing a materialinterfae. The reeiver may be also situated at an interfae. Atually, we an takemany results from �Cerven�y (2001). Referenes of equations onsisting of three numbersseparated by dots refer to the book �Cerven�y (2001). For example, the referene (4.10.11)refer to the equation (4.10.11) in the book �Cerven�y (2001). Similarly, the referenes ofsetions onsisting of three members refer to that book.Only zero-order ray amplitudes are onsidered. Point soure is situated at the pointS, the reeiver at point R. The points S and R are onneted by the ray 
(R; S). In theaousti (uid) model, the interfaes between S and R may exist. Equations whih willbe given here are valid even for the soure and reeiver situated at interfaes.First we give the expression for the auxiliary funtion A(R; S), whih will be broadlyused later. A(R; S) = exp[iT (R; S)℄RC(R; S)=L(R; S) : (11)Here L(R; S) is the relative geometrial spreading, see (4.10.11). The relative geometrialspreading is reiproal, L(R; S) = L(S;R). For homogeneous aousti medium, it is givenby the relation L(R; S) = l(R; S), where  is aousti veloityqk=� = 1=p�� and l(R; S)is the distane between S and R, see (4.10.18).Next, T (R; S) is the phase shift due to austis. The phase shift due to austis isreiproal, T (R; S) = T (S;R). For homogeneous medium, T (R; S) = 0. See Setion4.14.13. 241



Next, RC(R; S) is the omplete pressure reetion/transmission oeÆient along theray 
(R; S), see (5.1.35). It represents the produt of normalized R/T oeÆients atall points of inidene on strutural interfaes between S and R. It is the same forpressure and partile veloity R/T oeÆients. The omplete pressure R/T oeÆientis reiproal, RC(R; S) = RC(S;R). For smooth media without interfaes between S andR, RC(R; S) = 1.Auxiliary funtion A(R; S) is reiproal,A(R; S) = A(S;R) (12)For homogeneous medium, the auxiliary funtion A(R; S) is given by the relationA(R; S) = 1L(R; S) = 1l(R; S) : (13)4.1 Aousti pressure amplitude P (R) for a volume injetionpoint soure S and a reeiver R situated on interfaesIt is given by the expression, see (5.1.61):P (R) = ��(R)(R)�(S)(S) �1=2A(R; S)D(R)G(S; 1; 2) ; (14)where �(S) and �(R) are densities, (S) and (R) are aousti veloities,  = qk=� =1=p��, D(R) is onversion oeÆient at the reeiver R, and G(S; 1; 2) is radiationfuntion, at the point S. It may be a funtion of ray parameters 1; 2. For omni-diretional point soure G(S; 1; 2) = G(S).a) A note to the onversion oeÆient D(R) at the reeiver R.For point R situated in a smooth medium, D(R) = 1. For point R situated on an interfae�R, we understand that the point R is situated on �R from the side of inident wave (ray
(R; S)). Then we also introdue the point R+, situated on the opposite side of �R fromR. Then, see (5.1.49): D(R) = 1 +Rr(R) ; D(R+) = Rt(R) ; (15)where Rr is the pressure reetion oeÆient at R, see (5.1.47),Rr(R) = �(R+)(R+)W (R)� �(R)(R)W (R+)�(R+)(R+)W (R) + �(R)(R)W (R+) ; (16)and Rt(R) is the pressure transmission oeÆient, see (5.1.45),Rt(R) = 2�(R+)(R+)W (R)�(R+)(R+)W (R) + �(R)(R)W (R+) : (17)Here W (R) is the osine of the angle of inidene of the ray 
(R; S) at R, and W (R+) isthe relevant osine of the angle of transmission at R+,W (R) = os i(R) ; W (R+) = os i(R+) : (18)242



Using the Snell's law, sin i(R+) = [(R+)=(R)℄ sin i(R), we an determine W (R+) fromW (R): W (R+) = [1� 2(R+)2(R) (1�W 2(R))℄1=2 : (19)We also introdue the ritial angle of inidene i�(R) by the relationsin i�(R) = (R)=(R+) : (20)For subritial angles of inidene, i(R) < i�(R),W (R+) is real-valued, but for overritialangles of inidene, i(R) > i�(R), W (R+) is omplex-valued.Comparing the expressions for Rr(R) and Rt(R), we get �nally:D(R) = D(R+) = 2�(R+)(R+)W (R)�(R+)(R+)W (R) + �(R)(R)W (R+) : (21)Conlusion to onversion oeÆients: Conversion oeÆients at the reeiver point situatedat the interfae are the same at the points R and R+. Thus, it is not neessary todistinguish between points R and R+ in the omputation of pressure amplitudes P (R)and P (R+); they are the same.b) A note to the radiation funtion of pressure waves G(S; 1; 2)We shall onsider only the radiation funtion of the elementary ray-theory pressureGreen funtion. It orresponds to the volume injetion rate density q(x; s) given by (4),taken at point S. In a smooth medium, it is given by the relationG(S; 1; 2) = 14��(S)(S) ; (22)see (5.1.60). When the soure is situated on an interfae �S we understand that itis situated on the interfae �S from the side of the ray 
(R; S) (from the side of themedium, in whih the wave from S to R propagates). We also introdue point S+ on theopposite side of �S from S. Then we obtain:G(S; 1; 2) = G(S+; 1; 2) = �(S)(S)4� D(S) ; (23)see (5.1.60). The onversion oeÆients D(S) and D(S+) at the soure are again givenby analogous equation as at the reeiver:D(S) = D(S+) = 2�(S+)(S+)W (S)�(S+)(S+)W (S) + �(S)(S)W (S+) : (24)Here W (S) and W (S+) have an analogous meaning as W (R) and W (R+), but arerelated to the radiation angle at S. W (S) is the osine of the radiation angle (of the ray
(R; S)) at S, W (S) = os i(S), and W (S+) = os i(S+). Similarly as the ritial angleof inidene at R, we also introdue the ritial radiation angle sin i�(S) = (S)=(S+).For subritial radiation angles i(S) < i�(S), W (S+) is real-valued, and for overritialradiation angles i(S) > i�(S), W (S+) D(S) and D(S+) are omplex-valued.243



) Final equationFinally, for the amplitude of the ray-theory pressure Green funtion, orresponding tothe volume injetion point soure at S, we obtain, see (5.1.62):P (R) = P (R+) = 14� [�(S)�(R)(S)(R)℄1=2A(R; S)D(R)D(S) : (25)4.2 Disussion of �nal equation for aousti pressure amplitudesP (R) at a point R for a volume injetion point soure at S. 1) Soure S at an interfae: The pressure amplitude P (R) at any point of the mediumR is the same if the volume injetion point soure is situated at S or S+. This is onsistentwith general results derived in Setion 3a.2) Reeiver at an interfae: The pressure amplitude P (R) at the reeiver is the same,if the reeiver is situated at R or R+.3) Soure S in a smooth medium: In this ase, we an put D(S) = 1, i.e. �(S) =�(S+); (S) = (S+); W (S) = W (S+). Thus, the equation (25) is valid both for thesoure situated in a smooth medium and on an interfae.4) Reeiver R in a smooth medium: In this ase, we an put D(R) = 1, i.e. �(R) =�(R+); (R) = (R+); W (R) = W (R+). Thus, the equation (25) is valid both for thereeiver situated in a smooth medium and on an interfae.5) Soure-reeiver reiproity: The presure amplitude does not hange if the volumeinjetion point soure S and reeiver R interhange their positions. The points S and S+in D(S) and the points R and R+ in D(R) an be used alternatively.6) Homogeneous medium between S and R: If the medium along the ray 
(R; S) ishomogeneous, the pressure amplitudes at the reeiver for a volume injetion point soureat S are given by the relationP (R) = P (R+) = �D(R)D(S)4�l(R; S) : (26)7) Complex-valued pressure amplitudes. In general, the equations for ray-theory pres-sure amplitudes are real-valued if i) the ray 
(R; S) is real-valued (non-dissipative medi-um, no overritial transmission, no austis along 
(R; S)), ii) the omplete pressureR/T oeÆientRC(R; S) is real-valued (no overritial reetions), iii) the osinesW (R+)and/or W (S+) are real valued (no overritial inidene at R, no overritial radiation atS). 8) The ray-theory pressure amplitudes P (R) are frequeny independent.244



4.3 Aousti partile veloity amplitudes at the reeiver R forvolume-fore point soureExpression for the partile veloity amplitudes in aousti (uid) media may be simplyobtained from analogous expressions for the partile displaement amplitudes of unon-verted P waves in solid media, given in (5.2.89). We only take the rigidity � in the mediumzero. The ray 
(R; S) from the point soure S to the reeiver R is the same in both ases.The i-th Cartesian omponent u(x)i (R) of the partile displaement vetor is given by therelation (5.2.89):u(x)i (R) = 14�[�(S)�(R)�(S)�(R)℄1=2A(R; S)Di3(R)Dn3(S)f (x)n (S) : (27)The loal Cartesian omponents are used at S and R, with the third axis perpendiular tothe interfae, at whih S or R are situated. If they are situated in a smooth medium, theCartesian oordinate system may be hosen arbitrarily. The auxiliary funtion A(R; S)is the same as given in the beginning of Setion 4, see equation (11). The soure funtionf (x)n (S) represent the n-th loal Cartesian omponent of the volume fore point soure(fore per volume). Funtions Di3(R) are the loal Cartesian omponents of the 3 � 3onversion matrix at the point R of the reeiver. Their general expressions for Di3(R)and Di3(R+) at the points R and R+ are di�erent, see (5.2.93) and (5.2.94). Similarly,funtions Dn3(S) and Dn3(S+) are the loal Cartesian omponents of the 3�3 onversionmatrix at the point soure. They are analogous to Di3(R) and Di3(R+).Instead of the partile displaement vetor, we an use partile veloity vetor, and thedi�erenes may be ompensated by taking _fn instead of fn. Then, for v3(R) = v(R)�n(R),we obtain v3(R) = 14�[�(S)�(R)(S)(R)℄1=2A(R; S)D33(R)D33(S) _f3(S) : (28)Here the onversion oeÆients D33(R) and D33(S) are given by the relationsD33(R) = D33(R+) = 2�(R)(R)W (R)W (R+)�(R+)(R+)W (R) + �(R)(R)W (R+) ;D33(S) = D33(S+) = 2�(S)(S)W (S)W (S+)�(S+)(S+)W (S) + �(S)(S)W (S+) ; (29)_f3(S) = _f(S) � n(S), n(R) and n(S) are unit vetors perpendiular to �R at R and to �Sat S.Disussion of �nal equations for aousti partile veloity amplitude v3(R) fora volume-fore point soure at S.We onsider here the omponent v3(R) = v(R) � n(R) of the partile-veloity vetorv(R), where n(R) is the unit vetor perpendiular to �R. Similarly, we onsider theomponent f3(S) = f(S) � n(S) of the volume-fore point soure f(S), where n(S) is theunit vetor perpendiular to �S . If points S and/or R are situated in a smooth medium,n(S) and/or n(R) may be taken arbitrarily.245



In this ase, the onlusions related to v3(R) and f3(S) are the same as the onlusionrelated to aousti pressure amplitude P (R) for an volume injetion point soure at S,given in Setion 4.2. Only the expressions (26) for the homogeneous medium are slightlyhanged: v3(R) = v3(R+) = 14��2l(R; S)D33(R)D33(S) _f3(S) : (30)5 High-frequeny aousti waves, generated by pointsoures situated at interfaesWe onsider the high-frequeny aousti waves, generated by point soures of volumeinjetion type or by the volume-fore type, situated on a planar interfae between twohomogeneous uid medium. When the aousti veloity (S+) is smaller then the aoustiveloity (S), the radiation angle i(S) is subritial and the zero-order ray-theory expres-sions may be used with a good auray. If, however, aousti veloity (S+) is greaterthan (S), the situation is more ompliated. The situation is di�erent for subritialand overritial radiation angles, where the ritial radiation angle i�(S) is given by therelation: sin i�(S) = (S)=(S+) : (31)a) For subritial radiation angles i(S) < i�(S), only one regular ray-theory waveexists at both sides of interfae �S. The omputation of aousti amplitude of this wavean be performed as shown in Setion 4, without any hange. See also J��lek and �Cerven�y(1996).b) For overritial radiation angles i(S) > i�(S), the radiation onversion oeÆientsare omplex-valued. Two high-frequeny waves are generated at both sides of interfae �Sby the point soure. The zero-order ray theory is not suÆient to desribe properly thewave �eld generated by a point soure in this ase. A great role is played by the grazingray, whih is parallel to the interfae �S in the medium of higher veloity (ontainingthe point S+). The grazing ray orresponds to the angle i(S+) = 12� onneted with theritial radiation angle i�(S).The wave whih propagates along the grazing ray generates the head wave in the medi-um of lower veloity. The head wave is not a regular zero-order ray-theory wave. Its rayis situated partly in the medium of higher veloity (grazing ray), partly in the mediumof lower veloity (ritial ray). It annot be expressed in terms of reetion/transmissionoeÆients. The amplitude of head wave depends on frequeny !; it is proportional to(i!)�1. Moreover, the regular wave whih propagates along the interfae in the mediumof lower veloity generates inhomogeneous waves propagating in the medium of higherveloity, the amplitudes of whih derease exponentially with frequeny. This inhomo-geneous waves annot be omputed by the standard ray methods. Both the head wavein the medium of lower veloity and the inhomogeneous wave in the medium of higherveloity depend on medium parameters of both media.A similar disussion an be performed even at the point of inidene R on the interfae246



�R. When (R+) < (R), the angle of inidene i(R) is always subritial, and thezero-order ray-theory expressions given in Setion 4 an be used with a good auray.For (R+) > (R), these expressions an be used only for subritial angles of inidenei(R) < i�(R), where the ritial angle of inidene i�(R) is given by the relation sin i�(R) =(R)=(R+). For overritial angles of inidene i(R) > i�(R), also the head waves on theside of �R of inident wave and the inhomogeneous wave on the other side of �R shouldbe onsidered. Both these waves are frequeny dependent and vanish for ! !1.If the soure S is not situated diretly on the interfae, but very lose to it in a mediumof higher veloity, also the pseudospherial wave must be onsidered.Analytial expressions for amplitudes of non-ray waves (head waves, inhomogeneouswaves, pseudospherial waves) are known for loally homogeneous media in the viinityof points S and R. All these waves are frequeny dependent and their amplitudes vanishfor ! !1. The detailed disussion of resulting equations, however, is outside the frameof this artile and is not given here.6 Alternative deformation equationIn previous setions, we onsidered only volume-injetion point soure q, and the rei-proity relation (7) has been valid. This reiproity priniple implied the importantonlusion related to the volume injetion point soure situated on a material interfae,derived in Setion 3: When the volume injetion point soure q is situated on a materialinterfae, the relevant pressure amplitudes at any point of the medium do not depend onwhih side of the interfae the soure is situated. We also proved that this onlusionremains valid even for ray-theory pressure amplitudes, see onlusion 1 in Setion 4.2.We an, however, write the alternative form of the deformation equation. The onsti-tutive relation (1) an be also written in the following way:_p+ kvi;i = 0 : (32)In region, where the onstitutive relation is violated, we an replae it by the equation:_p+ kvi;i = Q ; (33)where the soure funtion Q has a similar meaning as q. Deformation equation is fullyalternative to (33) if we put Q = kq : (34)The point soures q and Q have ertain important di�erenes. The aousti pressurewave �eld generated by a volume injetion point soure q does not hange when the pointsoure rosses a interfae. This was proved in Setion 3. The aousti pressure wave�eld generated by a point soure Q, however, hanges when the point soure rosses aninterfae. This is immediately obvious from equation (34). This also implies that theonlusions 1) and 5) of Setion 4.2 are not valid in this ase.247



7 Elastodynami equationsElastodynami equations for an anisotropi inhomogeneous non-dissipative elasti medi-um are usually expressed in terms of the partial di�erential equations of the seond orderfor the Cartesian omponents ui of the displaement vetor u:��ui = �ij;j + fi : (35)Here �ij is the stress tensor and fi are the Cartesian omponents of a body fore, repre-senting a soure. In the soure-free medium, the stress is onneted with the strain tensor"kl = 12(uk;l + ul;k) by the Hooke's onstitutive law�ij � ijkl"kl = 0 : (36)Assume now that the Hooke's law is violated in some region and that it an be expressedin the form �ij � ijkl"kl = ��ij : (37)Here ��ij is alled the stress glut (see, e.g., Ampuero and Dahlen, 2005). It is simple toshow that the region in whih ��ij 6= 0 ats as a soure region. Consider fi = 0 and insert(37) into (35). We obtain ��ui = ijkl"kl + f �i ; (38)where f �i = ���ij;j : (39)Here f �i represents the equivalent body fore, alled also the stress-glut soure.Similarly as the stress glut, we an also introdue the strain glut "�kl, using the relation�ij = ijkl("kl � "�kl) : (40)The relation between the stress-glut and strain glut is immediately obtained from (37)and (40) ��ij = ijkl"�kl : (41)The equivalent body fore for the strain glut soure readsf �i = �(ijkl"�kl);j : (42)For more details on stress glut and strain glut, on their importane in seismology, and onmany other referenes, see the review artile by Ampuero and Dahlen (2005).An alternative form of elastodynami equations for anisotropi inhomogeneous non-dissipative elasti medium, alled veloity{stress method, is expressed in terms of twelvepartial di�erential equations of the �rst order; three for Cartesian omponents of thepartile veloity vetor vi = _ui, and nine for the omponents of the stress tensor �ij(Virieux, 1988; Carione, 2007). These di�erential equations read:� _vi = �ij;j + fi ; _�ij = ijkl(vk;l � _"�kl) : (43)248



The seond equation orresponds to the time-derivative of equation (40). This system ofequations orrespond to the strain glut soure, expressed in terms of the time derivativeof the strain glut _"�kl.Elastodynami equations (43) an be used for anisotropi and isotropi media, butalso for uid media. For uid media, we must insert �ij = �pÆij, where p is the aoustipressure, and proper ijkl; orresponding to � = 0. The seond equation in (43) then read� _p = k(vk;k � _"�kk) : (44)Multiplying (44) by ��, equation (44) reads� _p+ vi;i = _"�kk ; (45)as �k = 1. As we an see, equations (43) an be then expressed in the form� _vi + p;i = fi ; � _p+ vi;i = q ; (46)where q = _"�kk : (47)Thus, equations (43) redue in uid media stritly to aousti wave equations (2), wherethe volume injetion rate density q is represented by the time derivative of strain glut.An alternative form of equation (43) uses the stress glut ��ij instead of the strain glut"�ij. From (43) and (37), we obtain� _vi = �ij;j + fi ; _�ij = ijkl vk;l + _��ij : (48)Here _��ij is the time derivative of the stress glut.For uid isotropi media, we proeed in the same way as previously. The seonddeformation equation in (48) reads � _p = kvi;i + _��ii : (49)This an be written in the following way:_p+ kvi;i = Q ; (50)where Q = � _��ii : (51)But this is exatly the same as equation (33), where the funtion Q has a physial meaningof a negative time derivative of the stress glut.8 Conluding remarksIn studies of aousti waves propagating in uid inhomogeneous non-dissipative and non-moving media, mostly the aousti wave equations (2), orresponding to volume injetion249



soure are onsidered. Using the reiproity relations by Fokkema and van den Berg(1993), it was proved that the amplitudes of aousti pressure waves at any point of themedium do not hange when the volume injetion point soure rosses a material interfae.In the terminology of elasti media, the volume-injetion point soure is a speial ase ofstrain-glut point soure.In seismology, however, mostly elastodynami wave equations with a stress-glut pointsoure are used. The reason is that the stress-glut point soure is a good representation ofa moment tensor point soure, whih plays an important role in the desription of naturalearthquakes. For uid media, the stress-glut point soure redues to a soure desribed byequation (34). It was shown in Setion 6 that for this point soure the aousti pressurewaves at any point of the medium jump when the soure rosses an interfae. In general,this must remain valid for all stress-glut point soures in elasti media.This fat has provoked a broad disussion in seismology, whether or not the momenttensor is ambiguous if the earthquake is situated lose to the strutural interfae (Ampueroand Dahlen, 2005, and many other). Reently, Vavry�uk (2013) shows that the momenttensor must be determined from averaged elasti parameters known from the theory ofe�etive media. He further shows that the moment tensor is not ambiguous in this ase,even when situated lose or at the strutural interfae.AknowledgementsThe researh has been supperted by the Grant Ageny of the Czeh Republi underContrats P210/10/0736 and P210/11/0117, by the Ministry of Eduation of the CzehRepubli within Researh Projet MSM0021620800 and by the Consortium Projet \Seis-mi Waves in Complex 3-D Strutures".9 ReferenesAki, K., and Rihards, P.G., 1980. Quantitative Seismology. Theory and Methods.Freeman, San Franiso.Ampuero, J.-P., and Dahlen, P.A., 2005. Ambiguity of the moment tensor. Bull.Seismol. So. Am., 95, 390{400.Carione, J.M., 2007. Wave �elds in real media. Wave propagation in anisotropianelasti, porous and eletromagneti media. Handbook of geophysial exploration, 38.Elsevier.�Cerven�y, V., 2001. Seismi ray theory. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.DeHoop, A.T., 1995. Handbook of Radiation and Sattering of Waves. AademiPress, London. (Eletroni reprodution 2008; http: //www.atdehoop.om).Fokkema, J.T., and van den Berg, P.M., 1993. Seismi appliation of aousti rei-proity. Elsevier, Amsterodam. 250
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